Blagdon Farm Fishery

Pallatrax Fishing Bait and Tackle
We are proud to be part of the Pallatrax Associated Fishery Scheme. Pallatrax, with their extensive experience of
water and fish management, and their high quality baits, will help ensure that our lake will be maintained to the
highest standards.
Anglers are of course keenly aware that underneath the surface of the water lies a complete eco-system where water
quality and the hundreds of species present in a mature water are mutually inter-dependent. Pallatrax baits help
ensure that aquatic life – from the largest fish down to microscopic life-forms – are properly fed with what's needed
for strong healthy growth – and unusually within the bait industry Pallatrax products are designed not only to
attract and catch fish – but also feed them with quality, balanced ingredients and without the use of 'fillers'.
We sell Pallatrax products to our guests at a discounted price – furthermore, Pallatrax ,as a company based (and
manufacturing!) in North Devon, fits strongly with our policy of supporting local business and jobs.
Please find the current stock form attached and if you wish to purchase tackle or bait please fill in and send it back
to us at info@blagdonfarm.co.uk or just telephone us and we'll fill in the form! Alternatively, if you are already onsite, just call at Reception.
Your order will be waiting for you in your lodge when you arrive – or if you are staying at our Lakeview or CL
Caravan sites – at Reception.
Payment can be made by Paypal to info@blagdonfarm.co.uk
or BACS/bank transfer to Sort Code: 07-44-56 Account No.:38522608
or by telephoning us on 01409 211140 to pay by card.
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About Pallatrax
We strive to be the best and offer the best, and feel that this can only be achieved if we question everything: pull
everything apart, look at it from all angles then put it back together in the best way that we know how. Try to think
like a fish, as well as an angler. Look at how a fish feeds and what it feeds on and try to mimic this. Look at what
spooks a fish and try to remove or reduce the apparent danger.
After watercraft, bait is the next most important thing. You’ve found the fish, now you need to get them to feed. Just
because a boilie is round, red and smells of strawberries, doesn’t mean that all strawberry boilies on the market are
the same. There are bait manufacturers out there who will readily use substandard ingredients, pack the bait with
'fillers' such as flour, preservatives and MPG, so they can be made quickly and cheaply. We don’t compromise and
we only use the best grade ingredients, human grade wherever possible (so long as it’s good for the fish), fresh liquid
egg and a proven, safe preservative combined with a unique drying process. We strongly believe that fish can tell the
difference between quality baits.
Then there’s the weight to consider. A ‘camouflaged’ lead weight is only camouflaged to the human eye, so pull it
apart and think like a fish. Some waters are clear and so there is the potential that a fish will see your weight, but in
the dark, murky depths of other waters or at night, this cannot be the case.
The fact that a fish’s eyes are on the side of its head, so they don’t see like us, is also a forgotten factor. Then there’s
all of their highly efficient sensors running throughout their bodies allowing them to detect danger, food, etc., in
even the most appalling conditions. It’s a fact that fish have the ability to sense the lead and the potential danger
surrounding such an obtrusive piece of tackle. Why wouldn’t fish know that? They live and die in their home bodies
of water, so are we naïve to believe they can’t tell the difference between something natural and something
unnatural?
The Stonze weights are a natural approach, doing the job of a lead weight but with many additional benefits from
being the perfect method feeder to taking on a flavour for added attractant. Stones are naturally occurring in water
courses, even if not obviously visible to the human eye, and so will not spook the fish..
Every day can be a learning day and you have our assurance that we will continue to question, research, develop and
innovate new products and tactics and continue to push the boundaries within modern angling.
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Stonze Fishing Weights

Pallatrax's highly regarded and natural Stonze weights are the ultimate in genuine camouflage. We have removed
the concerns that are associated with your lead weights – predominately the largest piece of terminal tackle and,
therefore, the most obtrusive to the fish as well as lead not being environmentally friendly.
The Swivel Stonze weights utilise a size 8 flexi ring swivel
for attaching to your weight clip and have some fantastic
further benefits, such as being especially good as a efficient
method feeder – they are able to take on a flavour, have a
naturally pitted surface that will really hold the method mix
and with the right gear can achieve incredible distances.
When the method mix breaks down, you are simply left
with a Stonze – perfect presentation and environmentally
sound.
The In-Line
Stonze has
been developed
for the angler
who prefers
using an In-line weight in their fishing tactics. Having all the benefits of
the Swivel Stonze, the In-line version comes fitted with a tulip bead and
short length of rig tubing inside to protect your line. This allows your
swivel or swivel clip to be drawn back into the tulip bead to create the
ultimate camouflage.
All you see is your mainline going in, and your hooklink coming out:
Line In Line Out: LILO the most unobtrusive bottom rig set up in the
world?

The Naturals Range
We at Pallatrax, and as anglers, believe that we should give fish what they actually need
to eat and not what we think they want to eat, which is why we have developed the
Naturals Bait Range.
The Naturals Bait Range enables the angler to offer naturally occurring food products in
a convenient format including Pellets, Powderz, Dried, Hidra, Glugs, Boilies, Squabs
and Pastes.
The Hidra, Dried and Powderz Range are 100% NATURAL.
The Pellets, Glugs, Boilies, Squabs and Pastes are not artificially coloured or flavoured –
they are made by incorporating 100% Dried Naturals with human grade, fish-friendly
ingredients creating highly nutritional and top quality baits, which fish instantly
recognise as a food source.
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Hidra
Pallatrax’s ground breaking range of Hidra natural food source baits are packed with protein and nutrients which
fish require in their daily diet and, therefore, find hard to resist! Hidra range includes: Black Snails, Brown Snails,
Small Snails and Water Mussels.
Professionally dried to retain their quality, they are easily re-hydrated to become a devastating multi-species bait,
which can be hair-rigged or hooked. Simply immerse in water, we recommend from your chosen venue, prior to use
(times will vary depending on water temperature and size of Hidra e.g. large Brown Snail will take about 4 hours in
water at room temperature).
Those anglers who love to experiment can also add flavour / dye to the water resulting in a truly unique hook bait.
Dried Naturals
A selection of five dried natural food source bait additives, highly rich in protein
and nutrients, they have a wide variety of uses. We stock Bloodworm. Daphnia,
Gammarus Shrimp, Waterfly and Maggot.
Whatever your target species, the possibilities are endless. Due to the baits’ dried
format they are a remarkable additive to your Ground baits, Method Mixes and
Stick Mixes enabling you manipulate the breakdown times of your mixes with
highly active fish attractants, or simply incorporate them into your own boilies to
give added natural temptation.

Naturals Pellets
Naturals Pellets is an exciting new range of cold extruded food pellet.
Knowing we have some of the finest natural ingredients available
already, it was decided that we would develop a pellet range containing
genuine ingredients, manufactured into a premium food source, not an
oversprayed synthetic flavour.
Our Naturals Pellet Range consists of 6mm Pellets in 1kg bags packed
with the following naturals: Bloodworm, Daphnia, Gammarus Shrimp,
Maggot, Multiworm, Silkworm, Shrimp and Waterfly.

Groundbait/Method Mix
Our highly researched and comprehensive range of complex
Groundbaits/Method mixes has been developed using only the finest
quality ingredients, with breakdown times and base consistency of paramount importance.
Bloodworm and Maggot Crush contains actual Dried Bloodworm and Dried Maggot
from our Dried Naturals Range, added to our own Red Seed Mix along with ground
pellet, whey proteins, Robin Red and enhancers.
Carp Crush is based on our Yellow Seed Mix along with ground pellet, whey proteins,
Robin Red and enhancers.
These unique blends do not contain ‘bulking agents’ but do include complex food
formulas to stimulate fish into feeding, whatever the species, season or tactics.

The Flavour Range
There will always be a need for a flavour bait – just as we know how to eat healthily, but sometimes we just crave a
chocolate bar! This is where our flavour baits come into their own and run in parallel with our Natural range. By
carefully combining flavours and essential oils we have been able to identify the positive reactions fish will have
under certain circumstances to a particular blend. We have chosen certain flavours that will have devastating
response, when other bait cause little or no reaction.
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Jungle
Tigernut and peanut flavours combined with an essential oil on our own unique and highly successful shelf life base
mix.

Crave
Plum, cranberry and crab flavours combined with fish oils, green lipped mussel extract and Haith’s Robin Red on
our own unique and highly successful shelf life base mix.

Meat Beast
Luncheon meat pink in colour, Meat Beast is an exceptional blend of Spicy Sausage, Pork, Crab, Garlic, Black
Pepper and essential oils.
The three flavours – Jungle, Crave and Meat Beast are available in a variety of forms – popups, boilies, liquid etc –
as detailed below:

Popups
Pallatrax pop up hookbaits have been designed to complement the boilie and Squab
ranges.
These floating baits are super buoyant allowing the angler to give a hookbait presentation
off the bottom and, therefore, clear of weed and debris.
Please be aware that pop-ups are designed as a fishing lure and not as a food bait, so
please dispose of responsibly after use.

The Pallatrax Shelf Life Boilie Range

Our ground breaking and exciting range of shelf life boilies have been developed after years of research and
thorough, rigorous testing programs. Incorporating only the finest ingredients and proven fish attractors, the catch
results of our boilies speak for themselves. Without any arrogance we honestly believe our boilies and baits are
amongst, or actually are, the best available and will not compromise in any area of their production. With this in
mind, you can be assured of baits that are designed to catch fish – a lot of fish!
Our distinctive flavours and ingredients are layered onto their own unique and highly
nutritional base mix, creating a distinctive bait specifically designed for carp. Our ground
breaking and exciting range of shelf life and frozen baits have been developed after years of
research and thorough, rigorous testing programs. Incorporating only the finest
ingredients and proven fish attractors, the catch results of these baits speak for themselves.
Without any arrogance we honestly believe our baits are amongst, or actually are, the best
available and will not compromise in any area of their production. With this in mind, you
can be assured of baits that are designed to catch fish – a lot of fish!
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We use only the smallest amount of preservative in our shelf life boilies along with natural sugars. We then use a
dehumidifying process thus creating slightly harder boilies, which remain totally digestible to the fish and will
breakdown to feed the whole ecosystem.

Match Midgets
Manufactured in our own bespoke premises in the UK, these 8mm barrel shaped
Match Midgets can be hair rigged, banded or, on soaking, side hooked. Utilising
a unique and naturally sweetened base mix with blends of our potent flavours,
resulting in a highly effective range

Squabs
Pallatrax Squabs are a distinctive, unique and innovative bait presentation. As
anglers, we’re always looking to find edges that will help us to increase our
catch rate, and our Squabs can certainly do that. The main advantage of our
pillow shaped Squabs are their non-uniform shape, giving a superb edge
against fish that are wary of round baits. These baits, having four corners,
result in a format with excellent anti-eject properties and can be both hairrigged and banded on. A further genuine benefit is that due to their shape,
particularly in flowing water, they will hold position instead of rolling down
stream.

Liquidz
The exciting and extremely high quality liquidz have a multitude of uses;
bait soak, glug or additive, and can be combined to produce a devastating
groundbait, pellet stick mix or method mix etc. Their make up includes
high levels of natural food sources and results in a fantastic attractant levels
which will disperse into the surrounding water.
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GRIPZ Fishing Hooks

After extensive research, where the limitations of both barbed fishing hooks, and barbless fishing hooks were
scrutinised, there has been an obvious need for improvement thus resulting in this radical design that crosses the
boundaries between what we have had and what we now have.
Made from high grade Japanese wire, the key improvement has been the introduction of a series of minute
horizontal grooves on the inside of the specially designed arrow shaped hook point, where historically the barb
would have been.
These grooves allow the fishing hook to hold securely in the fish’s mouth when
pressure is applied, as the flesh presses into the grooves resulting in a firm
hook hold with no slippage. As soon as the pressure is removed the hook
returns to a barbless format allowing for easy and safe removal. Simple but so
very effective.
None of us can deny that this is a serious and genuine development within the
hook sector and one that is set to transform the sport and truly add benefits for
both anglers, fish and fisheries. The distinct advantages of GRIPZ Fishing
Hooks are easy to appreciate when you consider hook slippage, fish loss via
barbless patterns, hook removal damage and trailing rigs through barbed
patterns.
Initially GRIPZ are offered
in sizes 6, 8 and 10’s in the
same Wide Gape style as Pallatrax’s successful and existing hook
pattern, ‘The Hook’. Teflon coated and unbelievably sharp, the
GRIPZ Fishing Hooks are complimented with a range of nine,
extremely effective, hair rigs using the three sizes of GRIPZ and
hand tied on Pallatrax high quality Steamlink, Braid and
Fluorocarbon in the UK.
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